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ABSTRACT
Distributed training architectures have been shown to be effective
to improve the performance of reinforcement learning algorithms.
However, their performances are still poor for problems with sparse
rewards, e.g., the scoring task with or without goalkeeper for robots
in RoboCup soccer. It is challenging to solve these tasks in rein-
forcement learning, especially for those that require combining
high-level actions with flexible control. To address these challenges,
we introduce a distributed training framework with parallel cur-
riculum experience replay that can collect different experiences
in parallel and then automatically identify the difficulty of these
subtasks. Experiments on the domain of simulated RoboCup soc-
cer show that, the approach is effective and outperforms existing
reinforcement learning methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Distributed training architectures, that separate learning from act-
ing and collect experiences from multiple actors running in parallel
on separate environment instances, have become an important tool
for deep reinforcement learning (DRL) algorithms to improve the
performance and reduce the training time [5, 10, 18, 20, 30]. For in-
stance, they have been applied to playing the game of GO [40], the
real-time strategy game of StarCraft II [42, 43], and the multiplayer
online battle arena game of Dota 2 [33].

However, most existing distributed training architectures share
two major limitations. In specific, they assume that their multiple
actors only interact with the same environment, which limits their
ability to collect experiences from different environments. They
focus on collecting experiences for agents working on the original
task and improving their performance on that task, which limits
their ability to learn useful knowledge from subtasks to speed up
the training. These limitations partially explain the decreased per-
formance of distributed training architectures on problems with
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sparse rewards, like goal-oriented tasks. In particular, goal-oriented
tasks require an agent to manipulate objects into a desired config-
uration, which are common in the robotics domain [38], e.g., the
scoring task with or without goalkeeper for robots in RoboCup
soccer [22].

On the other hand, curriculum learning [6] has been considered
as a useful tool for DRL to accelerate the learning process for a
sparse-reward problem, e.g., a goal-oriented task, by splitting the
task into a sequence of progressively more difficult subtasks. In
particular, [11] proposed a method named “reverse curriculum”,
which generates a curriculum that allows the robot to gradually
learn to reach the goal from a set of starting positions increasingly
far away from the goal. The assumption behind the method is that,
it is easier for the task starting from a far-away position if the robot
had learned how to achieve the goal starting from nearby positions.
For example, the scoring task without a goalkeeper follows the as-
sumption. However, the assumption may not hold when there was
a goalkeeper, while shooting strategies are quite different for differ-
ent starting positions and the robot does not have to move to nearby
positions to shoot and score. Moreover, to avoid the catastrophic
forgetting problem [27], “reverse curriculum” needs to gradually
collect experiences from the easy-to-hard sequence of tasks and
incrementally expand the experience reply buffer for harder tasks.
This process can seriously reduce the learning efficiency in some
cases, which will be illustrated in our experiments.

In this paper, we address the above issues by combining curricu-
lum learning and distributed reinforcement learning. We show that
the parallel training of the robot with tasks in the curriculum can
improve the performance. In the scoring task with a goalkeeper,
it is observed that experiences obtained from a far-away starting
position can also help the robot to learn proper strategies for nearby
positions. Then training the robot following the reversion of the
curriculum, i.e., following the hard-to-easy task sequence, can also
improve the performance in some cases. Moreover, the parallel
training can effectively mitigate the catastrophic forgetting prob-
lem and improve the learning efficiency for hard tasks.

Based on the distributed training framework, by combining paral-
lel collecting experiences from tasks in the curriculum, we propose
Distributed Parallel Curriculum Experience Replay (DPCER), a dis-
tributed system that can train multiple tasks with different levels
of difficulty at the same time and transfer the knowledge learned
from simple tasks to difficult tasks. Experiments on the domain of
simulated RoboCup soccer show that, the approach is effective and
outperforms existing reinforcement learning algorithms.

The main contributions of the paper are:
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• We show that the parallel training of the robot with tasks in
the curriculum can improve the performance of DRL algo-
rithms.
• We introduce Distributed Parallel Curriculum Experience
Replay (DPCER), a distributed DRL paradigm with parallel
curriculum experience replay for goal-oriented tasks.
• We implement a DRL algorithm under DPCER for the Half
Field Offense (HFO) task [15] in the domain of simulated
RoboCup soccer.
– Experiments show that the algorithm is effective and out-
performs existing DRL algorithms in tests of HFO.

– To the best of our knowledge, this algorithm is the first
algorithm that succeeds in applying distributed DRL in
discrete-continuous (parameterized) hybrid action space [25].

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Distributed Training in DRL
To yield more impressive results, a general approach in deep learn-
ing is to use more computational resources [8] and work with
larger datasets [9]. Recently, distributed learning systems have
been applied for deep reinforcement learning. Prior approaches
have relied on asynchronous SGD-style learning (e.g., A3C [28] and
ADPG-R [35]), batched data collection for high GPU throughput
(e.g., GA3C [4], BatchPPO [14]), and more recently, multiple CPU
actors for experience generation and a single GPU learner for model
update (e.g., Ape-X [18], and IMPALA [10]). Our method is different
from these asynchronous gradient methods, as they share gradi-
ents between decentralized learners while we collect experiences
for the learner. Recently, Ape-X and it’s extensions, i.e., D4PG [5],
R2D2 [20], Agent57 [37], have shown state-of-the-art results in sev-
eral benchmarks. Inspired by these methods, our method, DPCER,
also separates the experience generation from the centralized learn-
ing. Different from these methods, DPCER can train multiple tasks
with different levels of difficulty at the same time and transfer the
knowledge learned from simple tasks to difficult tasks.

2.2 Curriculum Learning in DRL
Curriculum learning has been applied to train reinforcement learn-
ing agents for a long time. A recent result is to speed up the training
in robotics domains [24], computer games [44], and Half Field Of-
fense [32], which rely on manually designed curricula. An attempt
to automatically construct curricula is to choosing proper tasks in
the sequence of curriculums during the training process, which can
be considered as a multi-armed bandit problem. The idea has been
successfully applied to supervised sequence learning tasks [13],
discrete sets of environments [26], and continuously parameterized
environments [36]. [2] proposes a “general curriculum” to train a
robot to shoot a ball into a goal based on vision inputs. The idea is
to create a series of tasks, where the agent’s initial state distribution
starts close to the goal state, and is progressively moved farther
away in subsequent tasks, inducing a curriculum of tasks. [11] pro-
poses a method named “reverse curriculum”, which generates a
curriculum that allows the robot to gradually learn to reach the
goal from a set of starting positions increasingly far away from
the goal. The assumption behind the method is that, it is easier for
the task starting from a far-away position if the robot had learned

how to achieve the goal starting from nearby positions. Both of
above methods assume that the goal state is known, while our work
focuses on training all tasks parallelly and controlling the learning
process automatically. Moreover, our approach is implemented in a
distributed training paradigm.

2.3 Parameterized Action Space in DRL
On the other hand, parameterized actions in DRL [25] are com-
posed of discrete actions with continuous action-parameters, which
are very common in computer games and robotics. In computer
games, parametrized actions DRL has been applied in King of Glory
(KOG) [45], a popular mobile multi-player online battle arena game,
and Ghost Story [12], a fantasy massive multi-player online role-
playing game. In robotics, parameterized actions are also involved
in simulated human-robot interaction [21] and terrain-adaptive
bipedal and quadrupedal locomotion [34].

Half Field Offense (HFO), a subtask in the domain of simulated
RoboCup soccer, that a set of offensive agents attempt to score on a
set of defensive agents, is becoming the de facto standard platform
for evaluating various parameterized action DRL algorithms [7, 16,
45]. However, those algorithms require reward shaping to handle
Test 1v0, i.e., the scoring task without goalkeeper, and are unable
to solve Test 1v1, i.e., the scoring task with goalkeeper.

3 PRELIMINARIES
Parameterized actions in DRL [25] are composed of discrete actions
with continuous action-parameters, which provides a framework
for solving complex domains that require combining high-level
actions with flexible control. Notice that, HFO in the RoboCup 2D
soccer, i.e., the experimental environment in the paper, is an MDP
problem with parameterized actions. In HFO, a set of offensive
agents attempt to score on a set of defensive agents. When an agent
chooses an action type ‘Move’, it needs to specify its continuous
parameters for the indicated direction with a scalar power.

Before we delve into the model, we first present a mathematical
formulation of Parameterized Action MDPs (PAMDPs) along with a
DRL algorithm in RoboCup 2D. Thenwe briefly review architectures
that use distributed training to collect replay episodes in DRL. At
last, we specify the definition of curriculum learning in RL and
goal-oriented tasks.

3.1 Parameterized Action MPDs
PAMDPs is a special class of MDPs where the state space is con-
tinuous, S ⊆ R𝑛 , and the action space is defined as the following
parameterized structure:
• A𝑑 = {1, . . . , 𝐾} is a finite set of discrete actions,
• for each discrete action 𝑘 ∈ A𝑑 , X𝑘 ⊆ R𝑚𝑘 is a set of
continuous action-parameters with dimensionality𝑚𝑘 ,
• (𝑘, 𝑥𝑘 ) is an action, where 𝑘 ∈ A𝑑 and 𝑥𝑘 ∈ X𝑘 .

Then the action space is given by

A =
⋃
𝑘∈A𝑑

{ (𝑘, 𝑥𝑘 ) | 𝑥𝑘 ∈ X𝑘 },

which is the union of each discrete action with all possible action-
parameters for that action.
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A Parameterized Action Markov Decision Process (PAMDP) [25]
is defined as a tuple ⟨S,A, 𝑃, 𝑅,𝛾⟩, whereS is the set of all states,A
is the parameterized action space, 𝑃 (𝑠 ′ | 𝑠, 𝑘, 𝑥𝑘 ) is the Markov state
transition probability function, 𝑅(𝑠, 𝑘, 𝑥𝑘 , 𝑠 ′) is the reward function,
and 𝛾 ∈ [0, 1) is the future reward discount factor. An action policy
𝜋 : S → A aims to maximize the the expected discounted return
following the current policy thereafter.

3.2 Multi-Pass Deep Q-Networks
Multi-Pass Deep Q-Networks (MP-DQN) [7] combines DQN [29]
and DDPG [23] to handle parameterized actions. Given a PAMDP
problem, MP-DQN first applies an action-parameter choosing net-
work with parameters \𝑋 to map a state to a vector of continuous
action-parameters for discrete actions, i.e.,

𝑋 ( ·;\𝑋 ) : S → (X1, . . . ,X𝐾 ) .
We use 𝑋𝑘 (𝑠 ;\𝑋 ) to denote the 𝑘’th element in the resulting vector,
i.e., the action-parameter in X𝑘 for the discrete action 𝑘 given the
state 𝑠 .

Then MP-DQN uses a Q-network with parameters \𝑄 to approx-
imate the action-value function, i.e.,

𝑄 ( ·;\𝑄 ) : (S × Xe1, . . . ,S × Xe𝐾 ) → R𝐾 × R𝐾 ,
whereXe𝑘 is the set of vectors of the form xe𝑘 = (0, . . . , 0, 𝑥𝑘 , 0, . . . , 0),
𝑥𝑘 ∈ X𝑘 , which is the joint action-parameter vector where each
𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑗 ≠ 𝑘 is set to zero. This causes all “false gradients” to be zero,
i.e., 𝜕𝑄𝑘

𝜕𝑥 𝑗
= 0 when 𝑗 ≠ 𝑘 , and completely negates the impact of the

network weights for unassociated action-parameters 𝑥 𝑗 from the
input layer, making 𝑄𝑘 only depend on 𝑥𝑘 .

The output of the Q-network is the following matrix:

©«
Q11 · · · 𝑄1𝐾
.
.
.

. . .
.
.
.

𝑄𝐾1 · · · QKK

ª®®¬ ,
where 𝑄𝑖𝑘 is the Q-value for the discrete action 𝑘 generated on the
𝑖’th pass where 𝑥𝑖 is non-zero. Only the diagonal elements 𝑄𝑘𝑘 are
valid and used in the final output.

The loss function w.r.t. parameters \𝑄 in MP-DQN is:

𝐿𝑄 (\𝑄 ) = E
[
1
2
(
𝑦 −𝑄𝑘𝑘 (𝑠, 𝑘, xe𝑘 ;\𝑄 )

)2]
, (1)

where 𝑦 = 𝑟 + 𝛾 max𝑘′∈A𝑑
𝑄𝑘′𝑘′ (𝑠 ′, 𝑘 ′, xe𝑘′ (𝑠 ′;\−𝑋 );\

−
𝑄
)) w.r.t. pa-

rameters \−
𝑋
, \−
𝑄
for the target networks.

At last, parameters \𝑋 are updated so as to maximize the sum of
Q-values with \𝑄 fixed, i.e., the following loss function:

𝐿𝑥 (\𝑋 ) = E
[
−

𝐾∑
𝑘=1

𝑄𝑘𝑘
(
𝑠, 𝑘, xe𝑘 ;\𝑄

) ]
. (2)

3.3 Distributed Training Architectures in DRL
The distributed training paradigm with experience replay has been
applied in several popular distributed DRL algorithms, like Go-
rila [30], Ape-X [18], D4PG [5], and R2D2 [20]. The paradigm con-
tains following components:
• actor nodes: run in parallel to generate experiences for the
replay buffer,

• learner node: learns from the experience replay buffer and pe-
riodically updates parameters for corresponding actor nodes,
• shared replay buffer : collects experiences from actor nodes
and provides training data to the learner node.

The use of a shared experience replay has the advantages of
tolerating low latency communications and increasing the sample
efficiency.

3.4 Curriculum Learning in DRL
Curriculum learning in DRL is a training methodology that seeks
to increase performance or speed up learning of a target task, by
considering how best to organize and train on experiences acquired
from a series of tasks with different degrees of difficulty. Based on
the following assumptions:
• a task 𝑡𝑖 = ⟨S𝑖 ,A𝑖 , 𝑃𝑖 , 𝑅𝑖 ⟩ is a Markov Decision Process, and
T is a set of tasks.
• DT is the set of all possible transition samples from tasks
in T :

DT = {(s, a, r, s′) | ∃𝑡𝑖 ∈ T s.t. s ∈ S𝑖 ,
a ∈ A𝑖 , s′ ∼ 𝑃𝑖 (·|𝑠, 𝑎), 𝑟 ← 𝑅𝑖 (𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑠 ′)}.

Then a curriculum can be defined as a directed acyclic graph [31]:

C = ⟨V, Y, 𝑔,T⟩,

whereV is the set of vertices, Y ⊂ {(𝑥,𝑦) | (𝑥,𝑦) ∈ V ×V ∧ 𝑥 ≠ 𝑦}
is the set of directed edges, and 𝑔 : V → P(DT ) is a function that
associates vertices to subsets of samples in DT , where P(DT ) is
the power set of DT .

We consider approaches that keep the state and action spaces the
same, as well as the environment dynamics, but allow the reward
function and initial/terminal state distributions to vary. Inspired
by [2, 11, 32], we create a series of tasks, where the agent’s initial
state distribution starts close to the goal state, and is progressively
moved farther away in subsequent tasks, inducing a curriculum of
tasks (see Figure 2c).

3.5 Goal-oriented Tasks
Given an MDP problem ⟨S,A, 𝑃, 𝑅,𝛾⟩, a goal-oriented task [11]
is to reach a goal state in 𝑆𝑔 ⊆ S from a starting state in 𝑆0 ⊆
S. A goal-oriented task is binary if its reward function is binary,
i.e., 𝑅(𝑠𝑡 ) = 1

{
𝑠𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑔

}
. It is challenging to solve these tasks in

reinforcement learning, since their natural reward functions are
sparse and optimizing these sparse reward functions directly is less
prone to yielding undesired behaviors. Note that, a scoring task
without a goalkeeper in HFO is such a task, which is considered in
Section 5.3.

An adversarial goal-oriented task generates a goal-oriented task
by involving a competitor in the environment. In specific, it is a
goal-oriented task in a two-player zero-sum stochastic game [39].
Note that, a scoring task with a goalkeeper in HFO is such a task,
which is considered in Section 5.4.

As discussion in previous section, “general curriculum” does
not perform well for adversarial goal-oriented tasks, while our
approach DPCER can improve the performance. Experiments in
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Section 5 show that DPCER is more efficient in both binary and
adversarial goal-oriented tasks.

4 DISTRIBUTED PARALLEL CURRICULUM
EXPERIENCE REPLAY

In this section, we introduce Distributed Parallel Curriculum Expe-
rience Replay (DPCER), a distributed DRL paradigm with parallel
curriculum experience replay for goal-oriented tasks. Following the
paradigm, we implement a distributed DRL algorithm for PAMDP
problems.

Learner

Network

ActorActorActorActor

Network

Replay
Buffer[i]

Network   Parameters

Scheduler
Control Learning  Process

Sample Experiences

T1, T2, …, Tn

Redis
Cluster

Redis
Cluster

Progress 
Signals

Experiences  from Ti

Figure 1: The architecture of DPCER. Actor nodes for the
target task 𝑇 and progressively easier tasks 𝑇1, . . . ,𝑇𝑛 gener-
ate experiences to the Redis Cluster. Replay Buffer [𝑖] ac-
cesses data coming from task 𝑇𝑖 from the Redis. Scheduler
accesses progress signals from Actor nodes. Learner node
learns from the training data which is selected by Sched-
uler and updates corresponding network parameters to Re-
dis Cluster.

4.1 Distributed Training Paradigm with
Parallel Curriculum Experience Replay

In the distributed setting, we do not follow the original paradigm,
like “general curriculum”, that trains the agent gradually with a
sequence of progressively more difficult tasks step by step. Instead,
we use the parallel running actor nodes to generate experiences in
this sequence of tasks respectively and train the learner node with
experiences chosen by a scheduler node.

The new paradigm depicted in Figure 1 is specified as follows:
• Splitting a goal-oriented task 𝑇 into a sequence of progres-
sively more difficult tasks ⟨𝑇1, . . . ,𝑇𝑛⟩. In HFO, 𝑇𝑖 specifies
the scoring task whose starting position is closer to the goal
than the starting position of 𝑇𝑗 when 𝑖 < 𝑗 .
• Creating Actor nodes for tasks 𝑇1, . . . ,𝑇𝑛 and the target task
𝑇 .
• Using the parallel running Actor nodes to generate experi-
ences for corresponding Replay Buffers and progress signals
for Scheduler.
• During each training timestep, choosing experiences in a
proper Replay Buffer by Scheduler to train Leaner node.

4.2 Scheduling Polices in DPCER
The scheduling policy for Scheduler is try to maximize Leaner’s
performance on the original task 𝑇 by selecting training samples
from proper Buffer Replays.

Uniform sampling is a scheduling policy that chooses samples
from Buffer Replays uniformly at random, i.e.,

𝑝 (𝑖) = 1
𝑁
, (3)

where 𝑝 (𝑖) denotes the probability of choosing sample from Buffer
Replay [𝑖] and 𝑁 denotes the number of Buffer Replays. DPCER
with the uniform sampling policy is denoted as DPCERu𝑠 .

‘EXP3’[3] is another scheduling policywhich considers the sched-
uling problem as an 𝑁 -armed bandit problem [41] and chooses
proper Buffer Replays by tracking expected returns of them. In
specific, at each time 𝑡

𝑝 (𝑖) = (1 − 𝛾) 𝑤𝑡 (𝑖)∑𝑁
𝑗=1𝑤𝑡 ( 𝑗)

+ 𝛾
𝑁
, (4a)

𝑤𝑡+1 (𝑖) = 𝑤𝑡 (𝑖) exp
(𝛾 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 (𝑖)

𝑝 (𝑖) 𝑁

)
, (4b)

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 (𝑖) = 𝑟 (𝑖) 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 (𝑖), (4c)

where 𝛾 is the learning rate, 𝑟 (𝑖) is the profit of choosing Buffer
Replay [𝑖] at time 𝑡 , 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 (𝑖) = 1 if Buffer Replay [𝑖] was chosen at
time 𝑡 and 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 (𝑖) = 0 otherwise. DPCER with the ‘EXP3’ policy is
denoted as DPCERe𝑥𝑝3.

4.3 Parametrized Action DRL Algorithms
under DPCER

Now we apply DPCER to the popular parameterized action DRL
algorithm, MP-DQN, resulting new distributed DRL algorithms in
parameterized action space. Without causing confusion, we also
name new algorithms as DPCERu𝑠 and DPCERe𝑥𝑝3.

Actor nodes in both DPCERu𝑠 and DPCERe𝑥𝑝3 are specified in
Algorithm 1, where the actor nodes number 𝑛 denotes that the
target task is split into 𝑛 − 1 easier tasks. In particular, 𝑛 actor
nodes are created to act in corresponding environments to generate
experiences. Learner node is specified in Algorithm 2. In particular,
the Q-network and the action-parameter choosing network are
training by experiences chosen by Scheduler from Replay Buffers.
Scheduler is specified in Algorithm 3 if ‘EXP3’ is applied.

5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of DPCER on the
domain of simulated RoboCup soccer. In experiments, we compare
DPCER with “general curriculum” on both binary and adversarial
goal-oriented tasks. In specific, “Scoring goals without goalkeeper”
as illustrated in Figure 2(a) serves as the binary goal-oriented task
and “Scoring goals against goalkeeper” as illustrated in Figure 2(b)
serves as the adversarial goal-oriented task in experiments. The
results show that parallel training of the robot with tasks in the
curriculum can improve the performance.

1Corresponding source codes are available on line: https://github.com/yuyuguru/
Distributed-Parallel-Curriculum-Experience-Replay.
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Algorithm 1: Actor nodes
Input: Environment label number 𝑛, updating frequency for

the network 𝑡actors
1 Initialize ENVIRONMENT𝑛 with label number 𝑛 ;
2 \𝑁𝑒𝑡 ← REDISCLUSTER.GetLearnerNetworks() ;
3 𝑡 ← 0 ;
4 while not Learner is finished do
5 𝑠0 ← ENVIRONMENT𝑛 .Reset() ;
6 while episode is not finished do
7 𝑎𝑡 ← \𝑁𝑒𝑡 (𝑠𝑡 );
8 (𝑟𝑡+1, 𝑑𝑡+1, 𝑠𝑡+1) ← ENVIRONMENT.Step(𝑎𝑡 ) ;
9 Transition.Add(⟨𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 , 𝑠𝑡+1, 𝑟𝑡+1, 𝑑𝑡+1, 𝑛⟩) ;

10 𝑡 = 𝑡 + 1;
11 REDISCLUSTER.Rpush(Transition) ;
12 if 𝑡 mod 𝑡actors = 0 then
13 REDISCLUSTER.SetSignalProcess(⟨Signal, 𝑛⟩) ;
14 \𝑁𝑒𝑡 ← REDISCLUSTER.GetLearnerNetworks() ;

Algorithm 2: Learner node
Input: Training steps 𝑇 , all different tasks number 𝑁 ,

replay buffer list RBL
1 \𝑁𝑒𝑡 , \

−
𝑁𝑒𝑡
← InitializeNetwork()

2 for 𝑖 = 1, 2, ..., 𝑁 do
3 RBL[i]← REDISCLUSTER.GetExperience(i) ⊲ Run as a

threading procedure
4 for 𝑡 = 1, 2, ...,𝑇 do
5 Choose task 𝑖 based on Scheduler’s probability. ⊲

Equation (3) or (4a) ;
6 𝜏 ← RBL[𝑖].sample( BatchSize ) ;
7 loss𝑁𝑒𝑡 ← Loss(𝜏 ;\𝑁𝑒𝑡 , \−𝑁𝑒𝑡 ) ⊲ Using the loss function

in Equation (1) (2) for MPDQN.;
8 \𝑁𝑒𝑡𝑡+1 ← UpdateParameters(loss𝑁𝑒𝑡 ;\𝑁𝑒𝑡𝑡 ) ;
9 \−

𝑁𝑒𝑡𝑡+1
← SoftUpdate(\𝑁𝑒𝑡𝑡+1 ) ;

10 REDISCLUSTER.Set(\𝑁𝑒𝑡 );

11 return \𝑁𝑒𝑡

Algorithm 3: Scheduler with EXP3
Input: expected weight𝑤 (𝑖) = 1 for all 𝑁 tasks

1 while Learner node is not finished do
2 for 𝑛 = 1, 2, ..., 𝑁 do
3 signals← REDISCLUSTER.getSignal(𝑛) ;
4 update𝑤 (𝑛) with signals ⊲ Equation (4b) ;
5 compute 𝑝 (𝑛) ⊲ Equation (4a) ;

6 return 𝑝

5.1 Half Field Offense Domain
The RoboCup 2D Soccer Simulation League works with an ab-
straction of soccer wherein the players, the ball, and the field are

(a) Scoring without Goal-
keeper

(b) Scoring against Goal-
keeper

(c) Nearby and Far-away
Tasks

Figure 2: Goal-oriented Tasks1.

all 2-dimensional objects. The state of a HFO example contains 58
continuously-valued features2, which provides angles and distances
to various on-field objects of importance such as the ball, the goal,
and the other players. All these features range from −1 to 1. A Full
list of state features may be found on HFO’s website3.

The full action space for HFO is: { Dash (power, direction), Turn
(direction), Tackle (direction), Kick (power, direction) }, where all
the directions are parameterized in the range of [−180, 180] degree
and power in [0, 100]. There are 4 discrete actions, i.e., Dash, Turn,
Tackle, Kick, in this parameterized action space.

5.2 Experiment Settings
We apply our algorithms, DPCER𝑢𝑠 and DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3, in experi-
ments. We also compare them with algorithms following “general
curriculum”[44]. To make it fair, we implemented three DRL algo-
rithms from MP-DQN (similar to DPCER𝑢𝑠 and DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3) fol-
lowing “general curriculum” under distributed training paradigm.
In specific,
• Distributed Baseline (DB): a baseline DRL algorithm that
only implements MP-DQN in the distributed paradigm (APE-
X [18]) without curriculum learning.
• Distributed Baseline Curriculum (DBC): a shared experi-
ence replay DRL algorithm that implements MP-DQN in the
distributed paradigm with “general curriculum” [2] which
following the easy-to-hard sequence of tasks.
• Distributed Reverse Curriculum (DRC): a shared experience
replay DRL algorithm that refines DBC by incrementally
collecting experiences from easier tasks to mitigate the cata-
strophic forgetting problem, which is inspired by “reverse
curriculum” [11].

We also compare our algorithm with a planning algorithm, named
Helios, which is programed by Helios [1], the 2012 RoboCup 2D
champion team.

5.3 Test 1v0: Scoring Goals without Goalkeeper
In this test, the 2D agent is placed at a random position on the
offensive half of the field in the beginning. The task in this test is

2Note that, the number of complete features derived from HeliosAgent2D’s[1] world
model is 58+ 8×𝑇 + 8×𝑂 , where𝑇 is the number of teammates and𝑂 is the number
of opponents.
3https://github.com/LARG/HFO/blob/master/doc/manual.pdf
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binary goal-oriented. Its reward function is binary, i.e.,

𝑟𝑡 = 5I𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙𝑡 . (5)

We evaluate the performance of all six algorithms introduced
in the experiment setting in Test 1v0. Experimental results are
specified in Figure 3, which illustrates the mean episode reward
and the mean episode length (the shorter the better) during the
training time of these algorithms in 5 cases of the test.
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Figure 3: Experimental results for Test 1v0.

The results show that both DPCER and “general curriculum”
learned how to score while the Distributed Baseline (DB) failed in
the test. Moreover, DPCER is more efficient than “general curricu-
lum”, as both DPCER𝑢𝑠 and DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3 perform better than DBC
and DRC. After the training, both DPCER𝑢𝑠 and DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3 also
perform better than Helios.

We also provide the learning curve of Q-value for DBC, DRC, and
DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3 in Figure 4. Similar to the performance in Figure 3, the
learning curve of Q-value for DPCER𝑢𝑠 is the same as DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3.
The results show that, compared with “general curriculum”, DPCER
runs more smoothly and quickly.
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Figure 4: Average of maximum Q-value for Test 1v0.

There are various parameterized action DRL algorithms for this
test, while most of them use a reward shaping function as speci-
fied in Equation (6). Table 1 summarizes the performance of these
algorithms and compares them with ours. The results show that
DPCER outperforms others. A demonstration video to illustrate the
performance of DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3 in Test 1v0 is available on line4.

5.4 Test 1v1: Scoring Goals Against Goalkeeper
Scoring goals against a goalkeeper is more challenging, since the
goalkeeper’s policy is a highly adept code that is programmed by
Helios[1], the RoboCup 2D champion team. A long distance shot
can easily be blocked by the goalkeeper.

4https://youtu.be/ZOhv-KfT8EQ

Table 1: Performance of algorithms on Test 1v0.

Algorithm Network Scoring Avg. steps
Iteration Percentage to Goal

Helioa — 96.2% 72
P-DDPGb 3M 92.3% 112
a3c.P-DQNc 72M 98.9% 81
MP-DQNd 2M 91.3% 99
DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3 1M 99.5% 68

a. The planning algorithm was programed by Helios [1], the 2012 RoboCup 2D champion team.
b. The performance of P-DDPG algorithm with shaping reward in Equation (6) is from [16] .
c. The performance of a3c.P-DQN algorithm with shaping reward in Equation (6) is from [45].
d. The performance of MP-DQN algorithm with shaping reward in Equation (6) is from [7].

* Our algorithm DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3 with spare reward in Equation (5).

The reward shaping function is specified below, which is adapted
by most algorithms [7, 16, 17, 45]:

𝑟𝑡 = 𝑑𝑡−1 (𝑎, 𝑏) − 𝑑𝑡 (𝑎, 𝑏) + I𝑘𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑡

+ 3 (𝑑𝑡−1 (𝑏,𝑔) − 𝑑𝑡 (𝑏,𝑔)) + 5I𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙𝑡 . (6)

The reward function encourages the agent to approach the ball,
i.e., 𝑑 (𝑎, 𝑏) is the distance between the agent and the ball, kick the
ball, dribble the ball towards the goal, i.e., 𝑑 (𝑏,𝑔) is the distance
between the ball and the goal, and score a goal.

We also evaluate the performance of all six algorithms in Test 1v1.
Experimental results are specified in Figure 5. The results show
that both DPCER𝑢𝑠 and DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3 are efficient and outperform
all other DRL algorithms. Notice that, both DPCER and “general
curriculum” with incremental curriculum experience replay learned
how to score while other DRL algorithms failed in the test. In
particular, DB and DBC were stuck at some local optimal solutions,
i.e., strategies to approach the ball and dribble towards the goal.

Figure 5: Experimental results for Test 1v1.

We also compare DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3 with other existing algorithms
in Table 2. It shows that DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3 is effective and outperforms
others, i.e., a planning algorithm and an imitation learning algo-
rithm. A demonstration video that illustrates the performance of
DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3 is available on line5.

5.5 Catastrophic Forgetting Problem in
General Curriculum

In this subsection, we discuss the catastrophic forgetting problem
for DPCER and “general curriculum” in the training stage.

5https://youtu.be/7DnVzkU1WHU
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Table 2: Performance of algorithms on Test 1v1.

Algorithm Network Scoring Avg. steps
Iteration Percentage to Goal

Helioa — 81.4% 86
LSTMb unknown 38.8% unknown
DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3 2M 98.5% 89

a. The planning algorithm programed by Helios [1].
b. The performance of imitation learning algorithm is from [19].

* Our algorithm DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3 is evaluated by 1000 trials.

In Test 1v0, as illustrated by the black curve on the left sub-
figure in Figure 4, the Q-value of DBC for TASK 3 and TASK 4
dropped rapidly. This is due to the catastrophic forgetting problem,
as Learner is trained following the easy-to-hard sequence of tasks
and the ability on scoring at a nearby position was forgotten during
the training process. Although DRC is smoother than DBC, it is still
found from the black curve on the middle sub-figure in Figure 4
that DRC is affected by the forgetting problem. DPCER outperforms
“general curriculum” in this case.

Similarly, in Test 1v1, as illustrated in Figure 6, DPCER outper-
forms “general curriculum” as well.

Figure 6: Experimental results for all tasks in Test 1v1.

5.6 Identifying Difficulty of Tasks
In this subsection, we show that DPCER can automatically identify
the difficulty of tasks and assign proper sampling probabilities for
them in the training stage. As illustrated in Figure 7, DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3
adjusts the sampling probabilities for TASK 1-4 at each iteration
in Test 1v0, due to their rewards at the corresponding iteration. In
specific, “exp3” has no prior knowledge on four tasks, then their
sampling probabilities are assigned equivalently to be 0.25 at the
beginning. At the early stage of the training, the rewards for TASK 3
and TASK 4 are increased as both tasks are easier to be learned. Then
their sampling probabilities are also increased, while decreasing the
probabilities for TASK 1 and TASK 2. After 170,000 iterations, the
rewards for TASK 1 and TASK 2 begin to increase. DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3 is
aware of the change and properly adjusts the probabilities for tasks.
In the end, DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3 considers TASK 1 as the most challenging
task and TASK 4 as the simplest task, which matches with our
intuition that the task starts farther away from the goal is more
difficult, as shown in Figure 2(c).

5.7 Transferring Knowledge among Tasks
As illustrated in Figure 8, we further explore the effect of parallel
curriculum experience replay on the early stage of the training in
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Figure 7: Experimental results of DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3 for all tasks in
Test 1v0.

Test 1v1. The learner is trained from experiences in the curricu-
lum replay buffer, which gathers episodes from actors for TASK 1,
TASK 2, TASK 3 and TASK 4. The learning curve for TASK 4, i.e., the
green curve, in Figure 8 shows that DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3 can learn the knowl-
edge on shooting in TASK 4 quickly. Later, DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3 can learn
the knowledge on dribbling towards the goal in TASK 3. A video il-
lustrating the phenomenon is available on YouTube6. DPCER allows
the learner to transfer the knowledge on shooting and dribbling to
Task 1 and Task 4, which enables the agent to dribble towards the
goal and make a scoring shot.
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Figure 8: Early stage of the training for all tasks in Test 1v1.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we show that the parallel training of the robot with
tasks in the curriculum can improve the performance of DRL algo-
rithms. We introduce Distributed Parallel Curriculum Experience
Replay (DPCER), a distributed training paradigm with parallel cur-
riculum experience replay for goal-oriented tasks. Following the
paradigm, we propose two distributed DRL algorithms, DPCER𝑢𝑠
and DPCER𝑒𝑥𝑝3, in parameterized action space. We test new algo-
rithms on the domain of simulated RoboCup soccer. Experimental
results show that, our algorithms are effective in both binary and
adversarial goal-oriented tasks.

6https://youtu.be/e78opuZ8Vjc
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